Definition and introduction

G=(V, E) is called a graph if V is a finite set and E is a subset of {[a, b] I a :/: b,
is an unordered pair of V}. We say that V = V(G) is the vertex set of G, E = E(G) is the edge set of G.
Let G = (X, E), H = (Y, F) be two graphs. The sum of G and H is the graph
G + H = (W, B) with W = X1U Y1, B -E1U F1, where G1-" (X1, E1) ~-G, 1-11 =
(Y~, F0--" H and X1 tq Y~ = t~; the product of G and H is the graph G x H = (Z, K), where Z = X × Y, the Cartesian product of X and Y, and K = { [(xl, Yl) , (x2, Y2)] I Ix1, x2] e E and [Yl, Y2] 
e F}. We let G k denote G × G ×---x G (k times). A real-valued function f, defined on the set of all graphs ~0, is additive if it satisfies f(G +H)=f(G)+f(H) for any G, He (~; f is pseudo additive if f(G)~O and f(H)~O, then f(G+H)=f(G)+f(H) for any G, He~3; f is multiplicative if f(G x H) =f(G) x f(H) for any G, H e (0; f is pseudo multiplicative if f(G)~O and f(H)4:0, then f(G x H) =f(G) x f(H) for any G, H e ~; f is increasing if f(G) <-f(H) whenever G is a subgraph of H. We use MI
to denote the set of all multiplicative increasing graph functions and AMI to denote the set of all additive multiplicative increasing graph functions. The classification of multiplicative increasing graph functions is still unsolved.
A graph G' is a homomorphic image of G if there exists a homomorphism lp:G--, G' which is onto and for every [g~, g~] e E(G') there exists [gl, g2] e E(G) such that ~P(gi)= g', i = 1, 2.
For any graph G,
number of disjoint edges in G. In [2] , Hsu proved that if f is multiplicative, increasing and f(K2) = 2, then f(G) >~ P(G) for all G. Thus P can be viewed as a lower bound for multiplicative increasing graph functions. In this paper, we prove that P is indeed multiplicative and then generalize our result to get a class of additive multiplictive increasing graph functions.
The capacity functions
For a fixed graph G, we define the capacity function for G, Pc, from ~ to R as (xl,..., xl), (x2,..., x2),. •., (x,,,..., x,,) } in H k with each xi repeats k times is isomorphic to H. From (1), we have P,'~<PH. However, for any graph G we have 
For example (o~(K2), x(K2)) = (o~(Kx,z), x(Ka,2)) = (2, 2) . But Px~ ~ P~,.~. This can be proved in [4] . Also in [4] , Hsu et al. discuss when two graphs will have different capacity functions.
Uniform graphs
Let G, H be graphs with V(G) ={x~, x2, ..., x, , } and V(H)= {Yl, Y2, ..., Y~}. Let D={(ax, a2, ..., ao) lO<~a~<.l, XLIa~=I}. Let m be a positive integer and ~=(Zl, z2,..., Zm) be a vertex in H". We call , ~= (al, a2, . . . , av) 
I~(H) = {~ D(H) I a) (u times) is in R~(H)}. We say • ~ I~(H) is of type (i) if its corresponding vector in RG(H) is of type (i). A graph G with u vertices is called uniform if for any graph H, E~
Example. K. and C, are uniform but KI,2 is not. Hence ~Tffix ~i/n is in 16(H) of type (i). Therefore K. is uniform.
(2) LetC, be the graph with vertices x0, x~,..., x.-a such that xi is adjacent to xi+x (mod n). A similar proof as above for K. shows that C. is uniform. _,®(~i,1, ~i,2, . . . , ~i,,) = (~, ~, . . . , ~) (u times). Since G is uniform, we have ~= (b~,l, bi,2,...,bi,,,) 
YG(Hm) ~ yG(Hm[s(m, gl)) >~ YG(J~) >~ IS(m, ~)l/(u(u -1) + 1)
_ 1( m ) u 2 -u + 1 mbi,1, mbi,2, • • •, mbi,,,
and it follows that
Since ~ is a continuous function, we get limi..
.,= ~'(~) --~'(limi__,® o71) = ~(,~). Thus PG(H) >I ~'(~) 'Ca e IG(H). From the definition of 16(H) and D, we know that I6(H) is a bounded dosed set. So there is a gel6(H) such that ~(~) = max{ ~(a) l a e lG(H)}. Thus PG(H)>~ max ~(,~). (1)
JelG ( 
au)eRa(H)
This implies
Pc ( 
~< max ~'(a). (2)
4~IG(H)
From (1) and (2) we have
Properties for uniform capacity functions
In this section, we discuss some properties for the capacity functions of uniform graphs. Theorem 
If G is uniform, then Pc is pseudo-additive, i.e., if Pc(H)=/= 0 and Pc(K) ~ O, then Pc(n + K) = Pc(H) + Pc(K).
Proof. Let V(G)= {xl, x2,..., x,,}. Given any two graphs H and K with IV(H)I=v and IV(K)I=w, since G is uniform, let Pc(H)=g= ~(~) with ~ It(H) and Pc(K)= h = ~(~7) with ~Te It(K).
Because G is uniform, there exists a sequence in It(H) of type (i), {ai}~--x, such that lim~__,®~i = a and there exists a sequence in It(K) of type (i), {~}~*--1, such that lim~__,® ~ = ~ Therefore, for every i there exists a positive integer m such that in H m we can find u vertices ~71, ~z, -• •, ~7, all with distribution ~i which form a G. Similarly, for every i there exists a positive integer I such that in K 1 we can find u vertices ~1, f2, -• •, ~u all with distribution ~ which form a G. Since g and h are real numbers, there exist sequences of rational numbers {gi}~l and {hi}i~ such that lim~__,® gi =g and limv_,® hi = h. Thus for every i we can choose an integer t such that p = tgd(g~ + hi) and q = thi/(gi + hi) are integers. 
and therefore
Pc,(H + K) >~ ~h a, ~
We have
Pc(H ÷ K) >t PG(H) + Pc(K).
On the other hand, let ~= (a, 70) = (al, az, . . . , a,, b~, bz, . . E,i = (ai,~, ai,2, . . . , ai, v) and ~ = (b~,a, bi,2, . . . , b~,,) . Let Pi = E~=I as.j for every i. Similarly, let qi = ~'=1 bi, j for every i, we have limi_.® qi = q. Since (~i, ~)e I~(H + K) of type (i), there exists an integer m such that in (H + K) m we can find gl, ~,.. •, ~,, such that they are all of distribution (a, ~) and they form a G. Without loss of generality, we may assume 4= (z~, l, z~, 2, ..., z~, ., z~, .+~, ..., Zi, m) with z~,j ~ V(H) if and only if 1 ~<] ~ n. Let gi = (z~, ~, z~, 2, • • •, z~, , ) . Then we have u vertices ~1, g2, • • •, gu all with distribution a~/p~. If they form a G, then ai/p~ e It(H). Otherwise, gl, g2, ..., ~u form a homomorphic image of G. Since P6(H) ~ O, there exists an integer r such that in H" we can find u vertices ~, ~,..., ~, all with distribution ,/which form a G. Let seN, then in H r+sn we can find u vertices (~,~,g~,..., g~), (to,z, ~2, ~, . . . , ~), . . . , (~,, ~,,, ~,, . . . , ~u) with each i~ repeats s times. Then these u vertices form a G and all with distribution 
. , b~) ~ I(H + K) be such that P~(H + K) = ~(~. Let p = ~=~ a~
2+ (sZ,)/p,
PG(H + K)= ~(g) = I-I a;-" I-I b} -bj
Consider the 
Corollary. Let G be a uniform graph, and PG(H) =/ = O, PG(K) =/: O. Then Pc(H) = ~(~) with ~ e It(H) and Pc(K) = ~( 7~) with ~ It(K) if and only if PG(H + K) = ~(~), where
( Lm_ e (K) g) g= \PG(H) + PG(K) ~'' Pc(H) + PG(K) ' and ~ 16(H + K).
Comparing (5) and (6) 
Corollary. Assume G is uniform, and P6(H) :/: O, PG(K) :/: O. Then Pc(H) = ~(~)
with ~= (al, a2, . . . , a,) 70= (bl, b2, . . . , bw) (CI, I, CI, 2, ... , Cl, w, C2, 1, ... , C2, w; '. . . , Cv, w) with ci,i = aibi.
e IG(H) and PG(K) = ~(70) with
IG(K) if and only if P~(H x-K) = ~(g), where ge I6(H × K) and ~=
Let us construct a graph KGn, k as follows. The vertices of KG,,,k are the n-subsets of {1, 2,..,, 2n + k} and two of them are joined by an edge if and only if they are disjoint. These graphs are called ~eser's graphs. It is easy to see that Kneser's graph is vertex transitive, In [5] , Lovfisz has proved that to (KGn,k) 
S. ary uniform gral
We say a graph is primary if for any homomorphic image G' Of G, We have P0, ~<P6, i.e., G ~ (G') k .for some k e N. For exmple, C2k+i, Kn and Petersen graph are primary. Proof. Sin~ G is ~ary, we have G ~, (G')k ~_ H k for some k e N. ~us
P6(H)*O. []
